Introduction
Let X be a smooth algebraic variety over a field k. The deepest conjectures in algebraic geometry (Weil, Hodge, Tate) are attempts to calculate the (< arithmetic filtration " [7] on a suitable cohomology group W (X). Recall that this filtration is given by N P H l (X)=uKer{H l (X)-^H l (X-Z):Zc=X is closed of codimension p}', it is called the filtration by (< coniveau " in [5] . These conjectures assert that this mysterious filtration is equal to (or contained in) another filtration which can " actually be computed ".
The filtration by coniveau is the filtration of a natural spectral sequence, whose Et erm was written down by Grothendieck [4] ; one has E^ = © H^"^ (k (x)); the direct xeZP sum being taken over points of codimension p. Our main result is an expression for the E^-term. Namely we can regard W 1 ' (k (x) ) as a constant sheaf on { x } ~ and extend it by zero to X. Then the differentials of the spectral sequence furnish us with a complex of sheaves on X : 
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where ^q is the sheaf associated to the presheaf U i-> H^ (U). Our theorem asserts that the above sequence is exact. Some consequences :
(0.
2) The E^ term of the spectral sequence of coniveau is IP (X,^). (0.4) In the case of de Rham cohomology over a field of characteristic zero, the coniveau spectral sequence coincides, from E^ on, with the second spectral sequence of hypercohomology. In particular the two nitrations are the same, as conjectured by Washnitzer. (0.6) H° (X, Jf^) can be identified with the space ofcohomology classes of the second kind in the sense of Lefschetz. We can then see (using Griffiths' famous example) that this is not equivalent with the notion used by Atiyah and Hodge, contrary to some claims in the literature [16] . We are grateful to W. Messing for bringing this issue to our attention.
Our paper is organized as follows : In paragraph 1 we describe the axioms that a cohomology theory must satisfy for our proof to go through. The main tool is a suitable notion of (Borel-Moore) homology which is a covariant functor for proper maps. Paragraph 2 establishes these properties for etale cohomology, de Rham cohomology, and (< singular cohomology of associated analytic space ". In paragraph 3 we review the general fomalism of the spectral sequence and the expression for its E^-term.
The fourth section contains the statement of the main result (Theorem 4.2), which is the analogue of Gersten's conjecture in K-theory [2] . This section also contains the first steps in the proof, notably employing a trick used by Quillen [10] in his proof of Gersten's conjecture. We finish the proof in the next section, and give the applications in the last three.
We would like to emphasize our intellectual debt to Gersten and Quillen. Essentially, the purpose of this paper is to apply their ideas to various homology and cohomology theories other than K-theory.
Poincare duality with supports
Let A: be a fixed ground field, and V be a category of schemes of finite type over k, containing all quasi-projective ^-schemes. If X e Ob i^ and Y c X is locally closed, we assume Y e Ob i^'. We shall here describe the axioms a cohomology functor on V must satisfy in order to have a reasonable theory of" coniveau " as described by Grothendieck in [5] . These are consequences of a satisfactory theory of/' and/,, but we have found it more convenient to work with these consequences than with the derived categories themselves. Our main tool is the notion of a suitable " Borel Moore homology " [1] . Notice that what we call Poincare duality is not a duality theorem at all, since no pairings occur. More precisely, we use the existence of the functor/' and of the trace map R//' -> id for proper/, but not the <( duality theorem " itself.
(1.1) DEFINITION. -Let V be a category of algebraic /^-schemes, as above. Then * is the category whose objects are closed immersions Y c> X and whose morphisms are Cartesian squares : A twisted cohomology theory with supports is a sequence (indexed by n e Z) of contravariant functors "T* -> (graded abelian groups), written (Y q; X) i-> © H^ (X, 72). i For X e ^, we write H 1 (X, n) in place of H^ (X, n). The ^ is included in the notation to keep track of " Tate twist " in the etale theory.
We assume the following axioms :
(1.1.1) For Z ^ Y c X, there is a long exact sequence : X'-tx H,(X', n)^H,(X, n) 
(here we have written i^ for H^ (f, ^)). 
For future convenience we shall record here a compatibility which is a consequence of the above axioms and which will be an important tool in the proof of our main theorem. 
Remark. -When we apply this result, we will know more, namely that X is smooth and/z is an open immersion. This is the only application we shall make of the fact that homology is a presheafin the etale topology (instead of just the Zariski topology).
In practice it may be easier in specific cases to verify compatibility (1.4) with these hypotheses than to construct a* for etale maps in general. All the results in this paper apply whenever this can be done.
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(1.4.3) Remark. -The reader is warned against making too flippant a use of Poincare duality. In particular if/: (X', Z') -> (X, Z) is a morphism in ^ with X and X' smooth, it does not follow that we get a map/z* : H^ (Z) -^ H^ (Z'). Of course such a map exists, but it depends on/x, in general, not just on/z , unless/is etale. Finally, in order to prove our main result, we need the following local triviality property, which would follow from a theory of Chern classes :
(1.5) (Principal triviality). -Let; : W q: X be a smooth principal divisor in the smooth scheme X. Then 4 n^ = 0. For X e Ob ^r, let n^ : X -> Spec (k) denote the structure map. Define
Examples
We shall sketch the proofs of some of the properties in paragraph 1 above. For an explanation of the Grothendieck-Verdier style duality, including definitions of / ! and R/, the most concise references are [II] , [12] , [13] ; more details are given in [8] and [6] .
First of all, if/ : Y^ -> Y^ is proper, /, ^/^ . Since n^ a" =/ 1 n^ p~", there is a trace map (py : R/; TC^ ^~n -> ^2 ^~n 9 hence R/^ Tiy^ ^-n -> JCy^ \i~n. Thus we obtain the functoriality of homology by composing H-^Yi, TTY^-^^H-^Y,, R/^Y^-^H-^Y,, 7i^-").
To obtain the restriction maps in the etale topology, use the fact that if a : X' -> X is etale, a' ^ a* ( [6] 
(This isomorphism will be Poincare duality, once we identify the fundamental class.)
Cap product with supports comes from the pairing, TC* u" 1 ® n' u" -> n' ^m +n , which is compatible with the trace and restriction maps.
For the fundamental class, we first need :
Proof. -We may assume that k is perfect, since the etale theory and dim X are independent of purely inseparable base extension. We shall fix this assumption for the rest of this example. We may also assume that X is reduced, since the etale cohomology of X and X^ are isomorphic.
We proceed by induction on d. If d = 0, X is smooth over k by the assumptions above, hence H^ (X, n) ^ HT^X, -n) by (1.3.5), which vanishes for i > 0. Assuming the result for all Y with dimension < d, we observe that an X of dimension ^ d is generically smooth over k by our assumptions, hence its singular locus 2 has H( (2, n) = 0 for i > 2 d-1. Then the long exact sequence (1.2.3) gives us that H; (X, n) ^ H^ (X-£, n) for i^2d. Since X-£ is smooth (say of pure dimension = d) we get H,(X-S, n) ^ H^'^X-S, d-n) which vanishes for i > Id.
Note that the lemma gives, for any irreducible X of dimension d, an isomorphism :
The latter has a natural global section, namely 1, and hence we get T[^ e H^ (X, d) satisfying (1.3.4).
(2.2) EXAMPLE. -Let k have characteristic zero and let ^ be the category of all schemes embeddable in a smooth scheme over k. Then Hartshorne has written a detailed exposition of a Poincare duality theory satisfying the axioms of paragraph 1, based on algebraic de Rham cohomology. The only thing missing is the construction of a* for a etale, so we will get away with Remark (1.4.2). With the hypotheses stated there, it is easy to verify (1.4). Indeed, if we let X" = X-(Z-Z'), then/" : X' -^ X" is an etale neighborhood of T in which Z' is its own inverse image, and the map df"'. ^-/;^x"/^/£r*Qxî nduces the inverse of the trace map f^ F^ E^ -> Fy E^, where E* is the canonical resolution of the de Rham complex [9] . We leave the details to the reader. .1) using Verdier's duality for paracompact spaces [13] , or as in (2.2). Of course one can take any ring of coefficients in place of Z. Suppose now we are given an homology theory as above. We can form
Filtration by niveau and coniveau
Notice that (Z, Z') < (Z^ , Z\) gives The filtration by niveau is the ascending filtration N^ H; (X, n) on H^ (X, n) : This construction is entirely analogous to the construction of the spectral sequence of a simplicial complex by ^-skeletons (c/. [14] for example).
For x e X, we write x e Z^ instead of { x } e Z^. Given x e Z^ , define H,(x,n)= lim H,(U, n), Now suppose given a Poincare duality theory with supports, H*.
Define the filtration by coniveau 
If we take p' = ^-/?, q' = ^-^, ^' = d-n, we get H^^x.^^H^-^^n'-p),
H^^X.^^H^^^X.n')
and the desired spectral sequence follows easily from (3.7). Q. E. D.
(3.10) REMARKS. -<( Dual " to (3.1), (3.2) one can define H^, (X, n), H^p/zp+i (X, n), and there is a spectral sequence, generalizing (3.9) :
E^=H^p-i(X,n) => N.H^(X, n).
If/:Y->Xisaflat morphism and Z e Z^ (X), we have f~l(Z)eZ P (Y). Together with the assumed contravariant functoriality of cohomology with supports (1.1), this implies the spectral sequences (3.9) and (3.11) are contravariant with respect to flat morphisms.
The arithmetic resolution
Fix a perfect field k, an X e Ob i^ with X smooth over k, and a Poincare duality theory with supports (H*, 1-4). Define sheaves ^\ (n), e^f* (n) for the Zariski topology on X by sheafifying the presheaves U^H^(U,n); Uh->H*(U,n).
S. BLOCH AND A. OGUS
If A is an abelian group and x e X, let ^ A denote the constant sheaf A on { x }, extended by zero to all ofX. With this notation, there is an obvious way to (< sheafify " the spectral sequences (3.7), (3.9), (3.11). For example : 
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The natural map^.^n
When the conditions of the theorem are fulfilled, the complex (4.2.2) will be called the arithmetic resolution of ^q (n).
Notice that (4.2.3) implies the other statements. Indeed, there is an exact sequence
Comparing with (4.3), one sees that (4.2.2) is exact. This remark motivates the following : Assuming (4.5), the proof of (4.2) goes as follows : for x e X we must show the stalk of the map^i
at x is zero. Using the expression of these sheaves as direct limits together with (1.3.5), the problem reduces to proving : 
is Cartesian.
Proof. -Let Y = /-1 (Z^) c: X^ and let I (resp. I) be the ideal of Z^ in X^ (resp. in Y). Since Y and Z^ are both smooth over Zi we have an exact sequence of locally free sheaves on Z^ :
After replacing X^ by a neighborhood of S if necessary, we can find sections /i, ..., / of I whose images form a basis for I/I 2 . Take X; to be the scheme defined by /I =f2-^.=fr=0.
Since D^, ^ ^/x, ® ^zp the differentials fi^, ..., ^eO^i are independent in some neighborhood of S, so that after shrinking, X^ is smooth over X^. Moreover it follows from Nakayama's lemma that/i, .. .,fy generate I in some neighborhood of S, and hence that I is generated by /i, ..., fy together with the ideal Iy of Y in X2. This implies (5.1.1) is Cartesian.
Q. E. D. 
Note that W is a smooth divisior in the smooth X^, hence after again shrinking to a neighborhood of S, we may assume W is principal. coincide. On the one hand, since C* is a flasque resolution ofQ', (6.7) is the de Rham version of (3.11). On the other hand, if Q*-^E" is a Cartan Eilenberg resolution and C" -> E" is a map, we get a map of spectral sequences (6.8) E^(C")^E^(E") = H^^FE'/F^FE').
Since E" is a Cartan Eilenberg resolution, the right hand side of (6.8) is F (Hff 9 ), where H;? is an injective resolution of ^f^. On the E^ level, this gives a map of spectral sequences E^ level of (6.4.1)^(6.4.2).
The fact that this map is an isomorphism can be seen for example by sheafifying (6.8) and noting that both sides give resolutions of ^R.
Algebraic cycles
Throughout this section we assume k is algebraically closed, and that our Poincare duality theory takes values in the category of R-modules, with R = H° (Spec k, 0). We need the following axioms : These hold for all the cohomology theories in paragraph 2. One can deduce (7.1.2) from the other axioms for maps which are generically etale, and (7.1.1) from an alternate version : H 1 = 0 if i < 0.
For any X e Ob -T we denote by ^ (X) the free R-module generated by all irreducible Z c x of dimension p. Recall that ^ is made into a functor for proper morphisms/ according to the following rule : If/(Z) has dimension < p then ^ (/) (Z) = 0; if/(Z) has dimension p then ^ (/) (Z) = d.f(Z) where d is the degree of k (Z) over k (/(Z)). It is a tautology that the map ^ : ^ (X) -^ H^ (X, p) determined by Z -^ ^ T^, where i : Z -> X is the inclusion, is a natural transformation.
